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This is a guideline written by yesfreecash.com to help people who don’t know much
about online casinos, poker rooms, bookmakers, online banks, transferring money in
general and about taking advantage of free bonuses and bets and the things they
need to do in order to get the cash and keep the cash in particular.

Introduction
Yesfreecash.com is a website that searches across the web for free gambling bonuses. To
get these free bonuses you do not have to be an expert in poker, casino games or sports
betting. It helps if you are, but it is not necessary.
Online Bookmakers (like Bwin or Unibet), Online Casinos (like 888, William Hill etc.) and
Online Poker Rooms (like Party Poker, Poker Stars etc.) yield billions of dollars in profits
every year. The online gambling industry is in fact becoming one of the biggest industries in
the world. It has millions of customers playing at their internet poker tables, casino rooms
and sports betting websites. Their customers are placing bets every second and mostly loose
more than they win. So, the more customers, the bigger profits they get. Online casinos profit
from their players because they have an house advantage. Sports Betting websites profit
from their players because they create and change the betting odds according to and based
on betting tendencies in such a way that they have a guaranteed profit regardless of the
outcome of the matches. Online Poker Rooms profit from their players because they take
little shares of tournament buy-ins and pots in cash games (called rake).
This makes customer-acquisition the primary goal of gambling websites. Every new client is
a new potential goldmine who probably will deposit more money into the gambling website or
room than he will withdraw in the end, if, in fact, he withdraws at all.
You would think these online gambling websites and rooms would thus advertise just
anywhere to get new customers. Well, they surely do, but in the gambling industry that’s not
enough. The competition is just too fierce. They see, that in order to draw attention, they
need to literally grab customers with offers they can’t say no too.
Those offers are enlisted at yesfreecash.com. We are talking about free money all the way.
Free bonuses, or just free money deposited in your account without you having to deposit or
play for it. And it gets more crazy every day. Some casinos just give you hundreds of dollars
in free cash just to try out their casino software. This is their way of staying ahead of the
competition.
BUT, there are of course tricks and traps. Internet Casinos, Poker Rooms and Bookmakers
don’t just give you free money that you can withdraw immediately. Of course not. But they do
give you free money to play with, and if you play with that money you can make lot’s of easy
cash without depositing your own money. This is called zero-risk playing. Bookmakers give
you free bets. Poker Rooms give you free bonus money in your accounts to play with.
Casinos give you money in your account to try out the casinos games. If you loose the bet
you couldn’t care less because it wasn’t your money, but if you win, the profit is yours. The
thing is, if you go take all these free money offers you will only need a little luck/skill to extract
lot’s of free money from it that you can withdraw to your bank account.
There is one GOLDEN RULE though that you MUST APPLY, especially if you are not a good
skilled poker, casino or sports betting player.

DO NOT GET ATTACHED TO THE GAMES, DON’T GET ADDICTED!
WHEN YOU HUNTED DOWN THE BONUS GO TO THE NEXT ONE!
Of course, if you are a good poker player or you are skilled in sports betting you can go on
and play. No one will stop you. But this golden rule applies the most to casino games as you
cannot beat those games. PERMANENTLY!

Getting involved in the internet gambling world |
playing and financial safety
Some people, when they hear or see the words gambling, casino, poker, sports betting, still
attach a bad, negative image to it. They picture themselves men with sigars in dark rooms
playing illegally and addicted. They don’t trust gambling companies.
This image used to be partly true in the past and especially in the context of live
environments. But at present, when speaking of the upcoming internet gambling industry,
this image no longer stands. Gambling is more and more accepted and more people do it
every day.
With the coming of internet gambling however, came the advent and rise of other issues. Not
the image of gambling overall but the image of payments/money transfers was now in
jeopardy. This is of course not only a problem that is existing in the internet gambling
industry but in the whole internet industry itself.
People are having serious doubts regarding the safety of internet payments. Not everyone
trusts credit cards, internet banks or wire transfers.
I cannot resolve fear. I’m not a psychologist. What I can say is that there now exist large
internet banks such as:

Neteller

www.neteller.com

Moneybookers

www.moneybookers.com/app/?rid=3289588

These online banks operate in the same way as your own local bank but differ from those in
that they only govern online money transfers. Neteller and Moneybookers are worldwide
companies that have millions of clients. You can understand that it is also in their utter
interest that money is safe at their accounts at that payments are secure.
Upon till now there is never been a problem with moneybookers or neteller come up in the
news.
The same goes for the online casinos, poker rooms and bookmaker websites. These are big
companies too and your money is safe with them. I cannot emphasize enough that these
kind of websites cannot live with the risk of something going wrong with payments, bonuses
or any other kind of money / credit transfer as this would result in the loss of millions of
potential future and existing clients.

Internet gambling bonuses | The categories
Yesfreecash.com enlists online free sports betting, casino and poker bonuses. Throughout
these industries there exist all kinds of bonuses:
No deposit bonuses: These are free bonuses. You only have to download the software and
sign up for a real money account (an account where you can play with real money, instead of
only with play money) and mostly send an email to the support. Then your bonus is
immediately deposited in your account without you having to deposit your own money. You
cannot withdraw these bonuses immediately, you must play with them. All profit is yours
though and when you have played the required points you may withdraw the initial no deposit
amount. Amongst no deposit bonuses we also find comeback-bonuses. These bonuses are
rare but are given to players who have been loyal to a poker room or casino for a long time
and receive a special treat. In return the company hopes these players return playing of
course. Especially Titan Poker and CD Poker do this a lot, but some casinos do it too. We
also count time limited bonuses amongst no deposit bonuses. You will find these kind of
bonuses at casinos. You are given a certain amount of time (1 hour free play for example) to
play with a bonus that is given to you without the need to deposit. These bonuses are huge
but there are certain strict rules that apply to it. No deposit bonuses are terrific for people
who like to try out a certain casino, poker room or bookmaker or want to play with free money
without depositing their own.
Upfront deposit bonuses: These are bonuses that are deposited in the account of player
immediately once a player has a deposited a particular amount of money. This means that
you do not have to play for it to get the bonus, but you do have to deposit. I personally like
these bonuses the most as you will get lot’s of money and you are able to withdraw your own
initial deposit and play with the bonus that is give to you. This means you don’t have to play
with your own money and thus it’s not risky. If you loose the bonus you don’t care, if you won
you can withdraw your profits! Upfront deposit bonuses are outstanding for just about every
one: from beginning to experienced players, from poor to rich players.
Sign up/First time deposit bonuses: When you create an account at a poker room,
bookmaker or casino you receive a first time deposit or also called sign up bonus. This bonus
is a percentage of your first deposit. Mostly you will see 100% up to $500. You will have to
deposit 500 dollar to get the whole bonus then. Sign up bonuses are mostly released in little
increments in according with your playing frequency. You have to collect points or you have
to wager a certain amount to get a small part of your bonus released into your account, every
time. Sign up/first time deposit bonuses are great for players who play poker, casino games
or bet on sports on a regular bases.
Reload bonuses: Reload bonuses are meant for players who play a lot at one or two poker
rooms, casinos or bookmakers. When customers are out of bonuses they like having new
bonus money to play for and this is why companies come up with reload bonuses. Clients
must make a new deposit to get new bonus money. Think of reload bonuses as a second,
third, fourth etc. time deposit bonus. Mostly these bonuses are less juicier than the initial sign
up bonus.
Loyalty/VIP Bonuses: Bonuses like these are for players who play a long time and lot’s at a
certain poker room, casino or bookmaker. You get these bonuses on top of your sign
up/reload bonus money. Of course you do have to collect a certain amount of points, and the
more points, the more bonus you receive. Only go for these kinds of bonuses if you like
playing at a certain poker room, casino or bookmaker and if you are skilled.

Bonus Clearing Example | Step by step
explanation how you get free money into your
account! Over and over again!
For this example we take the Pacific Poker $100 free upfront bonus. We will explain to you
step by step how this free money will appear in to your account.
Step 1: You must be a first time client at Pacific Poker. If you have already downloaded the
software/created a real money account at Pacific Poker you are not able to clear this bonus
as this is only new customers. Be sure to check this
Step 2: If you are, then click on the link below and download and install the software:
http://www.pacificpoker.com/?sr=336047&lang=en&flag=0000

Step 3: At the end of the installation process you will already be at the entrance to the Pacific
Poker Lobby. Please click on "Money Play" to proceed.

Step 4: Click on the red "NEW PLAYER CLICK HERE!" button.

Step 5: You will be presented with the "Money Play Registration" screen. Please fill in the
requested fields, select your username and password, read and tick the box to accept the
Terms and Conditions, and then click on "Submit Registration".

Step 6: You will receive an online reply, from our server, with your new Pacific Poker
Money Play Username and Password. After writing down your Username and Password,
press "OK".

Step 7: Once you are in the Pacific Poker Lobby, click "Cashier" in the My Account box
on the right side, to make a Deposit to your new Pacific Poker Money Play Account. This
will allow you to play at Pacific Poker for Money Play. I recommend you to deposit your
money with moneybookers or neteller as this is the safest way and will cost you nothing.
To get the full $100 in your account you must deposit at least $400. Anything below this
number would cause into the bonus being smaller too. For example, if you would only
deposit $100, you would get $25 bonus.

Step 8: Within 24 hours the money will be automatically credited in to your account after
you have made your first deposit. If you have deposited $400 at, your bankroll at pacific
poker will be $500 in 24 hours! You may withdraw your initial deposit and go and play
with the free money you got. You cannot withdraw the free bonus immediately, but you
can withdraw winnings you made with it. And of course, if you would loose the $100 at
the poker tables there is no problem as it wasn’t your money!
The Pacific Poker bonus is an example of an upfront bonus. There are tens of
others bonuses that work just the same way as this one. And of course we also
have listed the best no deposit bonuses and big casino free hour play bonuses
that are grabbed as simple as this one. Find further explanation on how to clear
each bonus on our website www.yesfreecash.com

10 Final Tips for actual Bonus Hunting
Tip 1: This website has something for everyone. Who are you?
a. I am a player with not a lot of money (you may be a college-kid, student or
someone without a job/poor salary) and would like some pocket cash first)
Start with the no deposit section and proceed after completion to the other sections to
begin building a real cash stack. It is important you went to the no deposit bonus section
at first though, for now you have a nice starting capital with which you can pay the
minimum deposit requirements that are needed in the other sections (which you can
withdraw always later, but have to be deposited in order to get the upfront bonus).
b. I am a player that doesn’t need small money but wants to earn some easy, big
money right away
Don’t waste your time with the no deposit bonus section, go directly to the upfront deposit
bonus section and later continue to the crazy time limit bonuses. If you are interested in
playing poker, sports betting or casino games more often than just playing for the initial
free money bonuses (such as playing for sign up bonuses, reload bonuses, monthly
bonuses, loyal vip bonuses etc.) you may find section 4,5 and 6 very interesting too.
Tip 2: Keep track of your winnings in for example an Microsoft Excel- or Word document.
Make an income scheme (amount of money you won at each casino, poker website or sports
betting website. This way you will not only see your total income, gained by the free money
promotions but it will also keep you disciplined (it keeps yourself to your goal/schedule).
Tip 3: If you have just finished the no-deposit bonus section and made yourself a couple of
hundred bucks then you have, of course, two options: 1. you are satisfied and stop playing:
this way you ensure yourself of some nice, well earned small money. 2. you are not satisfied
yet and feel that, when you put in some effort in the other sections, your winnings may
increase hugely.
Well to be honest, it is most stupid if you would not go for option 2, meaning not moving on to
section 2, for it’s the best section! The couple of hundred dollars you gained in section now
have to be invested. And with invested I do not mean that you risk it: you will see that you
cannot lose your initial winnings out of the no deposit bonus section by investing it in the
upfront bonus section, and maybe later on in upfront crazy time-limit/slots bonus section
How come? For it is a risk-free investment! Take a look in the other sections and you will find
out that I am right. You will see that you still continue to play with the casinos/poker
rooms/sports betting companies money! And now the amounts have tripled! Yes, I want to
see how I can expand my initial 100-300 dollar winnings into THOUSANDS of dollars! You
won’t fail! Link: other 2 sections
Tip 4: Bet smart. Try to trick required wager amounts. 30 times wager the amount of 750
makes 300 bets of 75. This reduces the risk of going broke before you are allowed to cash
out. If you are unlucky 175 times and lucky 125 times you still may cash out 400 for instance.
But if you bet 750 30 times and you lose the first you are broke immediately.
Tip 5: Not all games at the casino count 100% towards bonus clearing. For instance, at most
casino games like roulette or blackjack there is only a 10% wager count. This means this
increases the betting requirements 10 times. This is due to the small house-edge at games
like blackjack and roulette which makes it far easier to play for bonuses. Be aware of this
when you are playing.
Tip 6: Don’t forget to visit section 4,5 and 6 at www.yesfreecash.com. You will not only see
the best poker websites, casino websites and sports betting websites but you will also find
links to the websites which train you into becoming an online poker pro, sports bettor or
casino player. If you visit those websites, and you visit the play websites and start playing

you will see that now you can go and earn up to tens or even hundreds of thousands of
dollars. You will know how to minimize your losses and maximize your winnings. You will see
all EV+ situations (positive expected value situations) so you will only GAIN. You will only
visit the right websites, get the right tools and pick the right bonuses.
Tip 7: Always look out for traps and pitfalls when you clear bonuses. You MUST read the
small letters meaning terms and conditions, wager info, agreements etc. Some bonuses
might look juicy but in fact aren’t. Luckily for you we have done a lot of pre selecting al ready,
you won’t find surprises if you play for the bonuses at yesfreecash.com. Still, a double or
triple check doesn’t hurt anyone. Being cautious and watchful is always good.
Tip 8: Keep a good contact with support teams. They are the ones who you should attend to
when you are experiencing any kind of trouble with your bonus, your play or whatever. Being
nice to them is a smart beginning as you will see that they will return the favour to you. Any
outgoing mails to support teams should have a subject line: this way you will get helped a lot
faster.
Tip 9: Only play for bonuses you think are right for you. If you are not at all a casino player
then don’t play for those kind of bonuses. If you love poker, then be sure to get all poker
bonuses available!
Tip 10: Keep disciplined and enjoy the ride. This is the most important lesson. Always
remind yourself of the fact that you are a bonus hunter: you just grab the money and leave.
You make money. And even when you don’t succeed clearing a bonus because of bad luck,
keep up your head and move on to the next one. Especially if you are disciplined. If things
don’t go well, don’t just start gambling and depositing money to make up your bad run. That’s
when things go down the road. Be like a computer, don’t let your emotions decide what’s
best for you!

Find bonus related tips when you click on the button ‘more info’ when looking at a bonus.
There you will find every time specialised info and tips on how to clear this bonus step by
step! We hope that nothing can stop you now in starting your free bonus hunting journey. Let
www.yesfreecash.com be your guideline. We are happy to stand by your side all the time.
For information, questions and comments please email us at support@yesfreecash.com
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